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SCALABLE PLATFORM FOR MULTIMEDIA GROUP
COMMUNICATION

PIROSKA HALLER

Abstract. The main aim of this paper is the development of a middle-
ware platform, which will create the common abstracting level for different
distributed media forming a communication group. The innovation of the
presented platform consists in connecting two major aspects – the scalable
architecture and the management of the quality parameters. In the same
time the middleware platform has to be independent from the multimedia
application that use it, and can run distributed on different platform.

We define an extended object model following the recommendation of
the reference model, as basis for middleware service level. The proposed
distributed and hierarchical architecture for different services offers more ex-
tensibility and efficiency to the application. But this architecture is part of
the middleware and is transparent for the user level.

The proposed new architecture and measurement based management
policies, make possible the continuous adaptation of the quality parameters to
the modification of the requirement or the system resources at the application
level, even if the network level not support guaranteed services.

Keywords: Distributed multimedia system, middleware platform, group
communication, quality of services.

1. Introduction

The development of the interactive and distributed multimedia applications has
introduced two new requirements, support for group communication and quality
of services (QoS). The existing solutions on the level of the communication system
cannot be adapted to this kind of multimedia applications. On the one hand the
structure of the communication group may continuously modify, and the modifica-
tions of a terminal will affect all the members of the group. On the other hand the
reservation-based quality of services will continuously block the unused resources,
as it is very hard to estimate the requirements from the beginning. The advan-
tage of the adaptive algorithms against of the algorithms based on reservation is
evident.
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Presently the solutions follow two different directions. On the one hand the
creation of several adaptive applications which would assure the transfer of the
multimedia data even if the communication subsystem does not guarantee the
quality of services[2,8], using different buffering and differentiated encoding tech-
niques, but unfortunately they work on a relatively homogenous infrastructure.
The other direction represents the extending of the communication subsystem
with quality parameter maintaining services (Diffserv, Intserv), but this requires
the modification of the infrastructure. Generally there are no integral solutions for
maintaining the quality parameters for end-to-end connections on the application
level. The effective usage of the services newly offered by the operation systems
and by the communication subsystem is very difficult on the application level and
it is necessary to create middleware platforms.

We suggest the creation of an middleware platform with a hierarchical and dis-
tributed structure, that will manage the communication groups for multimedia
applications, providing the real time data access and the synchronous presenta-
tion of the data resulted from a distributed system. The proposed platform was
implemented in collaboration with INTEGRASOFT in the HERMIX project.

The fundamental requirements that are impose for this platform represent the
scalability of the system and the quality parameter management for end-to-end
connections. The quality parameters management will control the distribution
of the resources depending on the requirements, but based on globally optimal
criteria, assuring in the same time the auto adaptation of the whole system at the
modifications in a single node.

2. The Object Model

The computational point of view of the proposed platform corresponds to the
RM-ODP[1] standard and defines the system as a set of location independent
objects connected through explicit connections[4]. The objects can be accessed
through the interfaces that can be message or stream type.

From engineering point of view the system may be considered as a set of termi-
nal node objects forming communication groups. The terminal objects represent
location independent entities that will be treated uniformly as encapsulated ob-
jects. These may vary in terms of granularity from a single communication media
(for ex. text), to more types of communication media (for ex. video, audio, text,
graphics, file), or to any number of identical media (for ex. 20 video streams). In
fact a terminal node may be an interactive user presenting data required from the
server, a file server, a database server, an audio or video broadcasting source, a
monitoring point or any other combination of source and presentation objects.

The terminal objects represent a set of source objects, presentation objects,
timer objects and a coordination object that is capable of generating, of processing
and of interpreting scenarios[fig 1]. These scenarios represent temporal constrains
between different types of data[7]. The terminal objects may implement two types
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Figure 1. The structure of the terminal node

of communication: stream or message. The stream communication class may
transmit notification events when receiving or transmitting a package based one
the frame’s time stamp, to the classes that have been registered for a certain event.
Through this mechanism the synchronization or the presentation is supported
according to certain scenarios. Each media will have its own communication object
that will be dynamically created by the middleware platform.

Each terminal object has to contain message type communication objects rep-
resenting the link to the middleware platform that provide the support for the
management of the communication. The messages may be of different type: ad-
ministration, system, error or group and will be transmitted asynchronously.

3. The Internal Structure

The middleware platform represents a set of services grouped in different mod-
ules: authentication, group management, quality parameters management, stream
management.

The proposed platform has an open architecture, allowing for the integration
of new services in case these correspond to the extended model. These modules
may be created and dynamically loaded by the central manager object depending
on the connection parameters specified in the terminal objects.

The central manager object is an object having a hierarchical structure, includ-
ing different distributed active objects (group manager, terminal manager, stream
manager, and QoS manager), communicating through messages[fig 2].

The active objects will include processing elements that support the parallel
processing through the threads and will manage the communication channels for a
subgroup of nodes, but only for a single media. Each active object will have a con-
trol object that will manage the rest and have a link to the hierarchically superior
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active object. The management consists in the creation, suspending, resuming or
destroying of threads according to the occurrence of an internal activation con-
dition, with the received message or the notification event received. In case the
resources are no longer sufficient or the capacity of a resource is exceed, it may
initiate the creation of a new active object similar or hierarchically subordinated
anywhere in the distributed system.

Each object will have a permanent connection with the hierarchically superior
object where it will be registered together with the type of interface it implements.
This hierarchically superior object will be polled in order to localize another active
object to which it is to establish the connection. Thus there is the possibility that
an object to be moved or replicated depending on the dynamic modification of
the loading of the system. This hierarchical structure will be created according
to the requirements of the infrastructure, but it will not be physically related
to it. Unlike the models in which the controllers are to be distributed in the
network nodes[9], the suggested system will be distributed depending on the load
and the capacity of the resources, providing thus the scalability of the system. It
will allow a best response time for the system, even if the interconnection system
varies dynamically.

3.1. Active objects. Considering the requirements of the multi-point communi-
cation for the management of the quality parameters, for the real time synchro-
nization and their insufficient implementation on the operating system level we
propose the usage of the active objects for the creation and the controlling of the
multi-point communication. In the followings we will define the internal behavior
of the active objects that compose the middleware platform, their distribution and
the relationship between them.

3.1.1. Access manager. The security services (authentication and authorization)
will be handled by the access management object, which is a centralized object
linked to a database and which will be created together with the central manager
object wherever in the distributed system and with which communicate trough
asynchronous messages. It is a two level security system, each group having at-
tached a set of rights related to the administration of the group and to the access
modes for different types of media, and similarly each registered terminal may
have a set of rights. The module may use the security system of another platform
or of the operating system. In case the access rights for the terminal are dynami-
cally changed the access management object will send notification messages to the
terminal manager.

3.1.2. Terminal manager. The central manager as a result of the connection re-
quest received from the terminal node dynamically creates the terminal manager
and a message type bi-directional communication will be established with it for
the transfer of the system messages. At the connection of a terminal the central
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Figure 2. The middleware platform

manager object will initiate its authentication and all the data related to the rights
and the terminal access will be stored locally in the terminal manager so that it
should take over the verification task for the connected terminal. The terminal
node will present a set of requested operations together with the requested transfer
rate for these operations, and this value may be specified as an admission interval.
The terminal manager will store the data related to the selected connection media
together with the communication parameters. In case there are no explicit val-
ues specified for the quality parameters the terminal manager will generate these
values based on certain qualitative options or priorities expressed by the terminal
node and based on the monitored capacity. In order to implement the quality
management system each channel will be characterized by the quality parameters
such as the transfer rate, the delay, the jitter and the error rate. This transfor-
mation function of the quality parameters (linguistically expressed) in values or
admissible intervals may influence the performance of the whole system.

3.1.3. Group manager. As the terminal nodes will be organized on discussion
groups, for each of them a group manager object is created dynamically, that
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will administer and will distribute the group messages as text, whiteboard and
graphics, transmitted on connections different from the ones used by the system
messages. The group manager will have separate data connections implemented
through message communication objects for each terminal with traffic monitoring.
Even for asynchronous message traffic there are prescribed transfer rates. The
group manager will have handled the administration of the members of the list,
respectively the verification functions of the rights for the group. It will commu-
nicate with the access manager object in order to obtain the list of rights and the
eventual dynamical alterations that occur. It will send notification messages to
the stream manager objects in case the structure of the group changes, in case
a member is added to the group or is removed or in case a terminal changes its
options related to the communication media.

3.1.4. Stream manager. The stream manager objects represent a set of special
active objects handling the creation and the control of the stream data transfer
among the terminals for a certain type of media.

The creation of different subtypes for different media is necessary as the con-
trol algorithms and the distribution of the data differs very much depending on
the media type. In case the large number of communication groups requires it,
more similar distributed stream manager object instances may be created, being
registered at the central manager.

The stream manager object will have a bi-directional connection with each ter-
minal implemented through stream communicators, through which it will receive
data from the terminals and will distribute them to the members of the group.
The data transfer has to respect the quality parameters established by local qual-
ity manager system, so that embedded controller and monitoring objects will be
used. The timer objects will correlate the activity of the monitors and controllers,
respectively will guarantee for the temporal constrains imposed for the continuous
communication media[fig 2]. The controller objects will implement different tech-
niques in order to reduce the sending rate depending on the attributes of the media,
such as: filtering, reducing the frames, mixing, differentiated compressions. Each
stream manager object is directly connected to the quality parameter manager
object, where the monitoring data is regularly sent to and where the prescribed
values are obtained for the data-receiving rate from the terminal nodes respec-
tively for the data sending rates. The local quality parameter manager objects
will handle the parameter administration inside a group, creating thus a hierar-
chical coordination structure. In the same time they will communicate with the
quality parameters manager object, in order to send feedback messages in case the
prescribed values cannot be satisfied with implemented algorithms. These mes-
sages initiate the re-negotiation of the prescribed values and the modification of
the control algorithm parameters.
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3.2. Quality parameters management. The architecture of the QoS manage-
ment services includes the central QoS manager, the monitors and controllers
distributed in the terminal objects and stream controllers. The role of the central
manager unit is to determine the optimal requirement for the whole system, start-
ing with the terminal’s demand, but take in consideration the system constrains.
This module monitoring the QoS parameters for the communication group based
on messages received from the distributed QoS monitors across the communication
units. The parameter value represents an average and takes in consideration in
negotiation or renegotiations phases.

When a new terminal connecting for group send a messages with required QoS
parameters and guaranteed capacities for all communication media. The parame-
ters are defined at minimum and maximum values. Due of the policies implemented
in the QoS manager, it renegotiates the required parameters with the new user of
with the all members of the group in case of global QoS violation. When the user
leave the group, or explicit change the required QoS the optimal value for QoS
parameters for all media and for all members are recalculated.

Lets note with m the number of the terminals, with n the number of media, the
output rate to send date from terminal j to media i with rij , and the input rate to
receive date in node j to media i with qij . If Uj is the total guaranteed transfer
capacities for the terminal node j, and Gi the total guaranteed transfer capacities
for the stream controller i, we can write the following inequalities, that should be
satisfied:

n∑

i=1

rij +
n∑

i=1

qij ≤ Uj , j = 1,m,

m∑

j=1

rij +
m∑

j=1

qij ≤ Gi i = 1, n (1)

We define the cost function, that minimize the difference between the prescribed
input rate qij and the sum of the output rate q∗ij from the other terminals (that
affect also the delay, and the lost of the packets), respectively minimize the dif-
ference between the prescribed output rate rij and the required output rate r∗ij .
To obtain a more equilibrated solution we introduce the weight coefficients for
the terms of the cost function. In this way we can define priorities in the system
and can attach cost for some strident requirement. Lets note with pijthe weight
coefficients for input rate and with cij the weight coefficients for output rate.

f(r, q) =
n∑

i=1

m∑

j=1

pij

(
qij − q∗ij

)2 +
n∑

i=1

m∑

j=1

cij

(
rij − r∗ij

)2

(2)

The central QoS manager unit guarantees the global optimality and prevents
the dominance of a group of terminals solving the quadratic optimization problem
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minimizing the cost function (2) with inequality constrains (1)using inertia control-
ling methods [5]. When the structure of the group are changed, or the monitoring
units detects change in the network capacities, the manager unit recalculate the
optimal prescribed values. To prevent the system oscillation, the recalculation of
the optimal parameters is initiated only if the modifications of the capacities are
exceeding some threshold.

Using weight coefficients can obtain a more equilibrated requirement, at optimal
cost. The weight coefficients can be defined by the user as extra cost to obtain the
prescribed value near the required value, or can be generated by the manager unit
according with the system loading. The user can modify the required values, or
specify new priorities in system, or new qualitative option and the system should
be adapt to the modification of the parameters.

We present some results, for one group with 22 users and 3 type of media
(video/audio, shared graphics, file). Starting from the measured capacities and
required transfer rate we calculate the optimal output transfer rate for each users
on each media. The left diagram (figure 3) presents the results if the weight
coefficients are equal. We can remarque the dominance of the high capacities
channels. The slow channels can’t send data, they only receive. Using the weight
coefficients, where the costs are proportional with the capacities also the weak
channels can send data (right diagram of figure 3). But the weight coefficient
could be modified dynamically by the users with administrative rights.

The QoS manager unit offer a lot of services that accept the perceptive pa-
rameters like image dimension, image quality or audio quality level, and assign
priorities for different media in accordance with the user choice. These qualita-
tive parameters are transform in quantitative parameters need by the optimization
problem. The introduction of the weight coefficient proportional with the costs in
the criteria function allows for a better equilibrium of the system.

The calculated values will then be transmitted to the quality parameters man-
ager objects distributed in the stream manager objects which will treat them as
prescribed values and following it there will be selected the control algorithms cor-
responding to each local controller in part in order to maintain the rate and the
delays in the prescribed limits.The proposed stream controller act as a classical
numerical control unit, that generate an output at the required values, controlled
the input and used the feedback values from the output. Under the assumption,
that the network can not guarantee the required values for the delay, rate and jit-
ter, and the operating system scheduling is non real-time, the presented solution
assure the adaptation of the parameters in continuous way[6].

The most important role besides the controllers pertains to the monitoring
objects that will be distributed in the terminal nodes as well. In case it is necessary
the monitoring nodes may be distributed in the physical communication nodes as
well, following the communication infrastructure.
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Figure 3. The calculated optimal rate values

The monitoring of the system will include the classical communication param-
eters such as the transfer rate, delay, jitter, and the parameters specific to the
active objects, such as the package loss due to the pipes dimension, compression
factor, the temporary deviation from the prescribed value.

4. Conclusion

The proposed scalable architecture allows for the creation of certain application
that will handle the connection of certain distributed terminal nodes – the number
of which varies dynamically on a large scale, which will form the communication
groups that will be configured and reconfigured dynamically. The management of
the quality parameters will include the possibility to specify these requirements
deterministically, probabilistically and stochastically. It will also include a support
for the static and dynamical administration of the quality parameters, including
the specification, admission negotiation and re-negotiation of the parameters, the
controlling and the allocation of the resources, the monitoring of the system, in-
dependently of the degree it is guaranteed on the operating system’s level.

On the other hand considering the platform as a classical distributed control
system in which each type of media will be controlled by a controller object that
will maintain the outgoing rate prescribed by the quality management system,
controlling the incoming rate and monitoring the perturbations in the system,
represents a very new approach. The quality management system will dynamically
modify the temporal constrains for an object in order to maintain the optimality
of the whole system, and in case it is necessary it will initiate the replication of
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the respective object. The proposed mathematical model allows the continuous
adapting of the parameters to the modifications of the system.
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